whenever you're watching...
...tempting romance... naughty hula hips, just keep your eyes on the hands

Subject: FW: Sway it Hula Girl

Sway it hula girl, sway it all around
Sway it side to side, then you dip way down.
Hold your head up high, as you reach for the sky
Then you sway side to side hula girl.

I have seen you dance,
a long time ago
To my favorite songs, so graceful and slow
Every movement you make is an artist's delight
As you paint your songs to your dance.

Do the hula kui and the cha cha cha,
The slow ami oni e,
Glide like the gulls over the Koolau
Oh how you make the guys go wow, wow, wow.
C  Am  G7/4
Sway it hula girl, sway it all around
C    C7  F7  G7/13
Sway it side to side, then you dip way down.
F7  G7/13  C7  D7/12
Hold your head up high, as you reach for the sky
G7/4  C7  G7/13  C  G7/12
Then you sway side to side hula girl.

E7/8
Do the hula kui and the cha cha cha,
AM 1/8
The slow ami oni e,
D7/12
Le le uwehe for me if you please

What you do with those knees could cause a tropical breeze
C  Am  G7
Sway it hula girl
C  C7  F  D7
Sway it side to side, then you dip way down.
F  G7  C  D7
Hold your head up high, as you reach for the sky
G7  C/8
Then you sway side to side hula girl.

Hula girl
D7 11/4  G711/4  C  B6  B  C
Hula hula girl
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